
spring + summer 2020



FEATURED PRODUCTS: HOT PEPPER SHORTS in black paisley, OUTFITTER TANK in black, BOW BERETTO in poppies.  
PEPPER CROPS in river stone, OUTFITTER TANK in heather gray, SWITCHBACK CAP in birch. 



Sauce was created with one thing in mind: make comfortable, attractive products 
that encourage physical activity and help you live a healthy lifestyle. Based on 
extensive outdoor and elite athletic experience, our solution-driven active wear 
focuses on comfort, easy care and just-right coverage. Beautiful Sauce prints combine 
with unique design features to keep you moving in style.

Active wear or casual wear, Sauce has you covered everywhere.
SAUCE. EVERY WEAR. 

Find us @SauceActive on social media and share your #SauceEveryWear!



skinny HEADBAND
This 1” wide headband is lined with a stretch velvet material that grabs your hair
and stays in place! It’s absorbent, helps keep sweat and unruly hair off the face
without pulling, and maintains its shape through many wash/wear cycles!  
One size (designed to fit 61/2 - 71/4)    MSRP $17.00 USD | $22.00 CAD * 

FEATURED PRODUCTS: SKINNY HEADBAND in phloxy.

*  Colors and pricing subject to change.  

black 12001 peri poppy 12063 rosebrush  12069 tiger lily 12074 flamenco 12097riptide 12095

phloxy 12111 white paisley 12120 black paisley 12121 fossil forest 12124 sunset surf 12098sunscribe 12066

stretch
velvet lining
grabs hair



sans BAND
The nature of the SANS BAND is to convert otherwise unusable pieces of fabric into
a stylish, lightweight and low-cost headband.  Sans frills.  Sans waste. 
Sustainable choice.  One size (designed to fit 61/2 - 71/2) 
MSRP $10.00 USD | $13.00 CAD Each *;  sold in assorted packs of 12 for wholesale , pack SKU 31000  

SEE WEBSITE FOR CURRENT COLOR OPTIONS 
FEATURED PRODUCTS: SANS BAND in Bouquet 

* Colors and pricing subject to change.

From excess
   to excessively cute!



flight VISOR
Lightweight, comfortable and suitable for all your favorite warm weather activities.
Made from pliable materials, this visor is washable and bounces back from rolling or
folding. Great sight lines and fits under most helmets.  Just grab and go.  
One size (designed to fit 7 - 71/2)  MSRP $28.00 USD | $36.00 CAD *  

FEATURED PRODUCTS: FLIGHT VISOR in seascape . 
*  Colors and pricing subject to change.  

black 11001 peri poppy 11063 sunscribe 11066 riptide 11095 island breeze 11086ocean swirl 11047

white paisley 11120 black paisley 11121 seascape 11127 phloxy 11111 fossil forest 11124birch  11116

Just roll with it...



saucy VISOR
This Sauce original adjusts for whatever the day brings.  Pull back the scarf-like upper
and wear it like a hat for more coverage, or fold and tuck for a more traditional visor
look.  Just-right coverage, flexible brim, fits under most helmets.  
One size (designed to fit 7 - 71/2)   MSRP $32.00 USD | $42.00 CAD *       

FEATURED PRODUCTS: SAUCY VISOR in sweet pea, and blue lily 

*  Colors and pricing subject to change.  

white paisley 9120 sweet pea 9112 black paisley  9121 fairy junction 9122 blue lily 9081

Wear it 
two ways!



bow BERETTO
An athletic cap that’s as adorable and tough as you are.  The quick-dry, lightweight
fabric handles your sweatiest workouts, while the contrast piece and millinery detail
keep you looking chic.  Go out and show ’em what you’re made of!  
One size (designed to fit 61/2 - 71/2)  MSRP $34.00 USD | $44.00 CAD *

FEATURED PRODUCTS: BOW BERETTO in poppies. . 
*  Colors and pricing subject to change.  

poppies 21125 black paisley  21121 white paisley 21120 limo damask 21058

Pretty n’ 
    gritty

flamenco 21097



switchback CAP
A fold-able, lightweight cap ideal for your switchback adventures.  Quick-dry mesh
fabric move sweat and maintain comfort. Just-right visor size to protect your face
and eyes without sacrificing sight-lines.  Go ahead, seek out those switchbacks!   
One size (designed to fit 61/2 - 71/4)    MSRP $34.00 USD | $44.00 CAD * 

FEATURED PRODUCTS: SWITCHBACK CAP in birch.  
*  Colors and pricing subject to change.  

birch  38116 poppies  38125 black paisley 38121

New!

More colors may be available online.



With quality construction, flat-lock 

seaming, two functional lengths for 

spring/summer and NEW thigh 

pockets, PEPPERS are a must-have 

for athletic women. 

Available in XS, S, M and L.  

(See fit chart on website)

FEATURED PRODUCTS: PEPPER CROPS in team spirit, OUTFITTER TANK in navy.



hot pepper SHORTS
Feature a 5” inseam for minimal thigh coverage and unrestricted range of motion.  
MSRP $44.00 USD | $58.00 CAD * STYLE CODE 22. 

Versatile and comfortable with a 21” inseam, these crops are well suited for both 
indoor and outdoor activities.   MSRP $64.00 USD | $84.00 CAD * STYLE CODE 23. 

pepper CROPS

 comes in a 30” full-length tight. 
Available for the Fall + Winter season.

FEATURED PRODUCTS: HOT PEPPER SHORTS in black paisley, OUTFITTER TANK in black. 
* Colors and pricing subject to change.
** Limited quantities available.

 

river stone
22123  XS/S/M/L 
23123  XS/S/M/L

black
22001 XS/S/M/L  
23001 XS/S/M/L

team spirit **
22102 XS/S/M/L

 

23102 XS/S/M/L

black paisley
22121  XS/S/M/L  
23121 XS/S/M/L

sweet pea
22112  XS/S/M/L  
23112 XS/S/M/L

riptide **
22095 XS/S/M/L  
23095 XS/S/M/L

also

bouquet
22110 XS/S/M/L 
23110

 

XS/S/M/L

(Shown on previous page) 

(Shown above)

fairy junction
22122  XS/S/M/L
23122  XS/S/M/L



bandoraTHE
Large phone? Snacks? No problem.  The BANDORA has 6 secure pockets to stash all
your personal items and is tapered to fit your natural curves like a smooth layer.  It
holds everything in place for trail runs, exercise classes, and casual wear alike.  
Available in  S, M, L and XL    MSRP $40.00 USD | $52.00 CAD *

FEATURED PRODUCTS: BANDORA in black, PEPPER CROPS in river stone, OUTFITTER TANK in heather gray, SWITCHBACK CAP in birch. 

* Colors and pricing subject to change.  

black 29001 S/M/L/XL



fit SHORTS
Shorts that stay put!  Comfortable, flattering fit embodies both function and style.
longer 7” inseam prevents chafed thighs.  NEW, deeper thigh pockets on both sides 
provide space for essentials.  Available in S, M, L (see fit chart on website)  
MSRP $52.00 USD | $68.00 CAD *    

FEATURED PRODUCTS: FIT SHORTS in fairy junction, OUTFITTER TANK in black.

* Colors and pricing subject to change.  

black + bouquet
19110 S/M/L

black + black paisley
19121 S/M/L

ink blue+ sweet pea
19112 S/M/L

purple+ fairy junction
19122 S/M/L

Shorts
that stay

put!



outfitter TANK
The OUTFITTER TANK will bring your Saucy wardrobe together.  Wear our patterned
tanks to add a splash of color on top, or a solid to pair with your fabulous print
leggings. The flattering cut, just-right length, looseness and lightweight fabric will
make this a summer staple. Available in S, M and L.  MSRP $44.00 USD | $58.00 CAD *   

 

FEATURED PRODUCTS: OUTFITTER TANK in heather gray, PEPPER CROPS in river stone, SWITCHBACK CAP in birch, 
OUTFITTER TANK in poppies, PEPPER CROPS in black. 

*  Colors and pricing subject to change.  

black 
33001 S/M/L

heather gray
33080 S/M/L

island breeze 
33086 S/M/L

navy
33027 S/M/L

fossil forest
33124 S/M/L

poppies*
33125 S/M/L

skyward
33054 S/M/L

ocean swirl
33047 S/M/L

*Actual poppies print may differ from photograph.  
See lifestyle images online for accurate photos.



cheeky RETREAT
The CHEEKY RETREAT skirt provides lightweight, airy coverage for modesty or 
style. Made from a breathable, quick-dry stretch woven fabric, this skirt can be worn 
over any tights you choose: long, short, solid, print - we’ve got you covered.  
Available in S, M, L and XL.    MSRP $48.00 USD | $62.00 CAD *   

FEATURED PRODUCTS: CHEEKY RETREAT in black, HOT PEPPER SHORTS in bouquet, OUTFITTER TANK in black  

* Colors and pricing subject to change.  

black dark gray
32078  S/M/L/XL32001 S/M/L/XL

a flirty skirt 
for sweet cheeks



play + apres DRESS
We’ve extended our line to dress you while you play - or for an outing apres!  
Using our signature athletic quick dry fabrics, a flattering easy fit and adjustable 
waistband cinch this piece strikes a balance that’s just right for your active lifestyle. 
Available in S, M and L.  MSRP $74.00 USD | $96.00 CAD *   

FEATURED PRODUCTS: PLAY + APRES DRESS in sweet pea. 

*  Colors and pricing subject to change.  

sweet pea
39112  S/M/L

fairy junction
39122  S/M/L

New!

berry damask
39057  S/M/L



1616

SAUCE provides customized gear to retailers and groups all over North America. 
We can customize most of your favorite Sauce products!

The SAUCE CUSTOM PROGRAM is both budget friendly and versatile. Several 
customization options are available to accommodate most quantities and timelines.

Logos aren’t an essential ingredient in creating your customized Sauce products. 
With our FULL CUSTOM PROGRAM, patterns and colors and imagery can be 
combined to create bold and distinctive looks as part of your brand/visual identity. 



PO BOX 2026, BOZEMAN, MT 59771
1-406-556-2187  TOLL-FREE 1-855-830-5111
info@sauceactive.com

fall + winter 2020/21

AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2020

WINTER EVERY WEAR  
All-weather essentials for whatever a winter day might throw your way. 
Cooler weather... BRING IT ON.



PO BOX 2026, BOZEMAN, MT 59771
1-406-556-2187  TOLL-FREE 1-855-830-5111

product INFO
• SOLUTION-DRIVEN DESIGNS based on extensive outdoor and elite athletic 
  experience.

• COMFORTABLE FIT for active bodies.

• HIGH PERFORMANCE SYNTHETIC FABRICS are soft, durable, and will last many 
 wash and wear cycles.

• REFLECTIVE Sauce logo aids in nighttime visibility.

•  EASY CARE – machine washable, tumble on low or hang to dry.

• Sauce products are made from stretchy fabrics that have a certain amount of ‘give,’ 
 making them suitable for a range of sizes. Note that our products are designed 
 with active individuals in mind and are intended to have a snug,  
 

• (inches) at the widest part  
 of the head, just above the ears and eyebrows. Divide by 3.14 (pi).

• See product pages at sauceactive.com for more sizing information and fit charts.  
 

sizing INFO

wholesale INQUIRIES 
+ CUSTOMER service

EMAIL info@sauceactive.com

Click ‘Register For A Wholesale Account’ in footer menu of SauceActive.com 

TELEPHONE (406) 556-2187  TOLL-FREE 1-855-830-5111 
FAX (866) 693-6251 

9 am - 5 pm MST, Monday thru Friday. 

made + milled IN THE USA

Hassel free shipping for Canadians. As always, there are 
NO DUTIES OR TARIFFS on our USA made products. .



PO BOX 2026, BOZEMAN, MT 59771
1-406-556-2187  TOLL-FREE 1-855-830-5111
info@sauceactive.com


